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Determination of dispersionrelations in quasi-stationaryplasma
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Abstract.Thejointfrequency-wavenumber
spectrum
is oneof day 304 of 1984.Thisdatasethasalreadybeendiscussed
in
thebasicquantities
for analyzingplasmaturbulence.
It is shown [Schwartz et al., 1992; Mann et al., 1994]. The turbulence in
how the full spectrumcan be recovered from wavefields the foreshockregionrevealsa greatvariety of wave phenomena,
measured
by two or moresatellitesvia spectralmethodsbasedon amongwhich solitarystructurestermedShortLarge Amplitude
wavelet transforms.Compared to standardcross-correlation Magnetic Structures(SLAMS) [Schwartz et al., 1992] have
techniques,
differentbranchesin the dispersionrelationcan be received much attention. The SLAMS, which are a subsetof more
resolvedandquasi-stationary
wavefieldscanbe accessed.
Using generalpulsations[Thomsonet al., 1990] and which are related
thisnew approach,
low frequencymagneticfield data from the to kinetic magnetosonicwaves [Omidi et al., 1990] and to
AMPTE-UKS andAMPTE-IRM spacecraft
areinvestigated
and solitonAlfv6n waves [Hada et al., 1989], try to propagate
the impactof nonlinearprocesses
on wave propagation
at the againstthe solarwind but are convectedback towardsthe Earth.
Earth's foreshock is revealed.
They are generally precededat their upstreamedge by high
frequency whistler wavetrains. These nonlinear structuresare
expectedto play a significantrole in the dynamicsof the quasiparallelbow shock,hencethe largeinterestdevotedto them.
Figure 1 showsan excerptof the magneticfield data, which
Two fundamental
problemsin the statisticalanalysisof plasma
turbulenceare the identification of deterministic dispersion have beencollectedon an outboundportionof the orbit with a
separation
of - 148km.Theeigenvalues
ofthe
relations and the separation between spatial and temporal spacecraft
dynamics. Both require knowledge of the joint frequency- variancetensor[S0nnerupet al., 1967] are respectively1, 0.77
wavenumber spectrum [Lefeuvre et al., 1992] for which and 0.12, indicatingthat the wavefield structureis on average
measurementswith both temporal and spatial resolution are •]uiteplanar.
Thesolarwindflow,thespacecraft
separation
vector
necessary.
Althoughtheformeris rarelya problemin practice,the d and the averagewave-vector are all approximatelyparallel
spatialresolutionis constrainedby the number of simultaneous within 10ø. Althoughthiscondition
is not necessary
for our
measurements.This problem is particularly acute in space analysisprocedure,
it will nevertheless
easetheinterpretation.
plasmaswhereeachindividualmeasurement
requiresa satellite.
In this paper,we presenta techniquefor inferring wavefield
Estimation of the Joint Frequency-Wavenumber
dispersionrelationsusingtwo or moresatellites.While traditional
Spectrum
approaches based on cross-spectral estimates have been
successfully
appliedto ISEE data [Hoppeet al., 1980], it is shown
We start by considering the traditional procedure for
how a smallmodificationcan providenew insightinto wavefield estimatingdispersionrelations, and then show how it can be
propertiesandnonlinearprocesses
in plasmaturbulence.
improved.
LetB(•,t) bea stationary
andhomogeneous
quantity
Introduction

whose
ensemble-average
satisfies
< B(•,t) > = 0. In ourcase,it is
Turbulence

at the Earth's

theprojectionof thefluctuatingmagneticfield alongthedirection

Bow Shock

of maximum
variance.
Thebasicassumption
isthatB(•',t) canbe
As a typicalexampleof strongplasmaturbulencewe consider
magneticfield data recordedby the AMPTE-UKS and AMPTEIRM spacecraftupstreamthe Earth'squasi-parallelbow shockon
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Figure 1. Time evolutionof the magneticfield (excerpt),taken
fromthe time interval10:54:15to 11:03:00of day 304 of 1984.
The UKS satelliteis ahead(i.e. fartherawayfromthe shockfront)
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of the IRM satellite.A typicalSLAMS is observedat 10:59:20.
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wherethe wavefielddispersionrelationreads•c=•c(•). The estimates but it also allows transient and soliton-like features to be
quantity
of interest
isthejointfrequency-wavenumber
spectrum better resolved.Thus, it is a natural tool for analyzing quasistationaryturbulence.

S(g½0)= < B 0c,m) B0c,m) >

(2)

whichprovides
directinsight
intothewavefield
properties.
The The DispersionRelation and Nonlinear Effects
maindifficultyarisesfromits estimation
witha limitedspatial
Thejoint frequency-wavenumber
spectrumestimatedfrom the

resolution
[C•l_,son,
1991
]. Withtwoprobes,
oneonlyhasaccessAMPTEdatais shownin Figure2a.We recallthat•theabscissa
to r,d=•.d/ [dl, theprojection
of thewave-vector
on the represents
•d=•:.d/I•[-Since,however,
•: andd arein this
separation
vector.
Theusualapproach
consists
in computing
the instanceon averagecolinear,the abscissais almostequivalentto
cross-spectrum
between
twomeasurements
andrelating
thecross- the magnitudeof the wave-vector.Note alsothat all quantitiesare
phaseto ra by

expressed in the satellite frame, in which the turbulence is
convectedby the solar wind flow. This effect will be discussed
further below. For visualizationpurposes,we have artificially
Onecanthenin principle
estimate
•cfromtheknowledge
of •
unfolded the spectraby extendingthe wavenumberdomain to
andthe minimumvarianceorientation.This simpleapproachis twicetheNyquistlimit. With this,ridgescan be followed without
notsuitedfor dispersion
relations
whichhaveseveralbranches. discontinuitiesthroughoutthe (k,f) plane (where k = •:/2•: and
Indeed,onecan showthat the outcomeof Eq. 3 is not the f = c0/ 2•r).
wavenumber itself but its first moment •d:
The spectraldensitydepictedin Fig. 2a is by definitionheavily
weightedby largeamplitudefluctuations.One may, however,also
•d(•0)= •d S0C,•0)
d•c/ S0c,•0)
d•c
(4) consideradaptingthe weighting to the fluctuation level. This
opens the interestingperspectiveof investigating amplitudedependentproperties of the turbulence. A particular choice
Thisproblem,
however,
canbe overcome
by firstestimating
•
consists
in puttingequalweightson all the fluctuations,
regardless
for each ensemblein Eq. 3 and subsequently
buildingits

P(d,½0)
= <B*(x,½0)
B(x+d,½0)
> = [PIexp
(j•dIl> (3>

Wedothisbysetting
B(x'*,•)
-- 1inEq.5. The
distribution
functionvs •0 [Beall et el., 1982]. This yieldsthe so- oftheiramplitude.
result, shownin Figure 2b, is simply a probability density as a
calledlocal spectrum

function of •c for each •.

A comparativestudyof Figures2a and 2b now allows us to
assessthe impact of nonlinearprocesseson turbulence.Indeed,
revealthedynamicsof the large and the
(5) thesefiguresrespectively
small amplitudefluctuations.A first result is the occurrenceof a
where •d is calculatedfor eachensembleusing Eq. 3. This local uniqueand lineardispersionbranchin Fig. 2b, and consequently
spectrum
converges
towards
thetrueone(E•q•2)
provided
thatthe the absenceof the dispersivebehaviorone would expect from
conditionof planarityis satisfiedandthat •c.d < 2•. In thecaseof finite Larmorradiusand Hall term effects.Some suchdispersive
sampleddata,onejust hasto considerthe discreteequivalentof effects,however,may be hiddenby the low signal-to-noise
ratio
S0c,•0),whichis a histogramvs •candtowith discretecells.
of Fig. 2b, in which muchweight is given to small fluctuations
With this improvement,we can now resolvedifferentbranches and noise. Figure 2a, in contrast,clearly reveals two branches
in the dispersionrelation.The applicability of this technique, which coincide at low frequencies.These two branchesmost
however, is often limited in practice by the conditions of probably correspondto the fast magnetosonic(I) and to the
planarity,stationarity
andhomogeneity,which are too restrictive. Alfv6n (II)mode. Suchmodesare known to overlap at low

S(g½0)= <

B (x,½0)B(x,½0)+ B (x+d,½0)
B(x+d,½0)•5(rq-•:)>

We therefore loosen these constraints and let the wavefield

be

frequency in the quasi-parallel case but their unambiguous
identification would require a simultaneousanalysis of the
fluctuatingelectrondensity.
Giventheseresults,we may attributethe observedbifurcation
transform
ofB(•',t) is
to the role playedby nonlineareffects,whosemain manifestation
is an amplitude-dependent
frequencyshift [Whitham, 1973]. A
comparisonbetween Figures 2a and 2b in this senseclearly
illustratesthe impactof nonlinearprocesses
on wave propagation.
whereh(t) is the analyzingwavelet,t its positionand a its scale. It alsostronglyrecallsthe behaviorof nonlinearwaves which fall
in the frameworkof the derivativenonlinearSchr6dingerequation
In thispaper,Morlet wavelets
[Mj01huset el., 1988]. Indeed,this equationalso givesrise to an

composedof planewavepacketsratherthan plane waves. From
a practical point of view, this means replacing Fourier time
transformsby wavelet transforms [Farge, 1992]. The wavelet

-* f -*1.t-x.

B(x,a,x)
= B(x,t)
•aa
li(•-) dt

(6)

h(t)= 1 exp(-2•jt)exp(-t2/2)

(7) amplitude-dependent
dispersion
relation •0= v^•c+ {xr2+ [ir• 2

Ii;TM

are used becauseof their good simultaneoustime-frequency
resolution.Their scalea is relatedto the instantaneousangular
frequencyby •0 = 2• / a. The estimationof S0c,•0)is againcarried
out usingEq. 5, but the ensembleaverageis now replacedby an
averageovert. In practice,both high time resolution(to improve
the statisticsof thehistograms)
andgoodfrequencyresolutionare
needed.Waveletsareappropriatefor suchpurposes,becausetheir
time resolution is adapted to the frequency band of interest
[Meyer et el., 1993]. The wavelet transform not only
considerablyimprovesthe statisticalrobustnessof the spectral

where in the cold plasmaapproximation
{X=VA/4Bo
2,
• = VA
2/2•i,

Bo is the averagemagneticfield, •i the ion

cyclotronfrequency,v^ the Alfv6n velocity and A the wave
amplitude.
We finally note that branch II has a nonlinear dispersion,
which meansthat the wave groupandphasevelocities differ. The
competitionbetweenthis effect and the nonlinear steepeningof
the SLAMS has been shown [Dudok de Wit et el., 1995] to be
one of the causes for the occurrence

of whistler

waves at the

leading edge of SLAMS. A comprehensiveanalysis of these
resultsis presentlythe subjectof a forthcomingpublication.
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Figure 2. Representationof the joint frequency-wavenumber
spectrum(a) and the probabilitydensity (b) in the spacecraft
frame. Positive wavenumbers correspond to an earthward
propagation.
The dashedrectanglerepresents
theprincipaldomain
limited by the Nyquist wavenumber,which hasbeen artificially

unfolded.The ridgeoriginatingfrom (k=-6-10-6, f=0) is an
artefactof thisunfolding.The numberof samplesis 4120 and the
samplingrate 8 Hz.
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Figure 4. The wavefield polarization (a) and ellipticity (b)
associatedwith Fig. 2. The polarization ranges from 0 for
unpolarizedto 1 for fully polarizedwaves.Negative (positive)
valuesof theellipticitycorrespond
to right- (left-) handedwaves
in theplasmarestframe.Blankregionsdenotecellsfor whichthe
number of samples is too small (< 30) or the degree of
polarizationinsufficient(< 0.6) to providereliableestimates.In
otherregions,theuncertainty
on thepolarizationis at most+ 0.15.

Other SpectralProperties
It was mentioned

S(k,f) in plasma rest frame
102

above

that the turbulence

is convected

earthwardsby the solar wind flow. Consequently,the angular
frequencycooin the plasmarestframe shoulddiffer from the one
we measure. Both are related by the Doppler shift

(o= ](ao-•C.vsw
] which
canbeestimated
heresince
the_,
solar

windvelocity
•sw is knownandis almostparallelto d. The
correctedspectrumis displayedin Fig. 3. While the ridges in Fig.
1

100

2a revealed an anti-sunward motion, we now find that the waves

actuallytry to propagateagainstthe solarwind flow, in agreement

with previousobservations
[Schwartzet al., 1992]. The group
velocitiesestimatedfrom Fig. 3 are v = 150-280 km/s for the
largeamplitudefluctuationsandv = 80-120 km/s for the small
amplitudeones.The lattervalueis in closeagreementwith the
o
fast
magnetosonic
speedof thebulkplasmaand thussupportsthe
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0
-1
-0.8
magnetosonic
natureof branchI.
wavenumberk [l/m]
x 10-s
Althoughthe powerspectraldensityS0c,•0)providesa wealth
of informationon the wavefield properties,the picture remains
Figure 3. The wavefieldspectrumaftercorrectionof the Doppler incompleteas long as otherquantitiessuchthe polarizationand
shift inducedby the solarwind flow. The wavesnow propagate theellipticityarenot considered.Their estimationproceedsfrom
sunwards
that of S0c,•0) except that now all three componentsof the
0.5
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wavefield are processed.Figure 4a displaysthe polarization,
which is the fraction of energy storedin fully polarized wave
packetsover the total energy (e.g. [Arthur et al., 1976]). An
outstanding
featureis thehighpolarizationobservedabovef = 0.4
Hz. Deeperinsightis providedby the ellipticity, which ranges
between-1 for right-handedcirculafiy polarizedwaves (in the
plasmarest frame) and + 1 for left-handedwaves,seeFigure 4b.
The regionwhich has a high degreeof polarizationis foundto
correspondto intrinsicright handedcircularlypolarizedwaves.
Suchproperties,togetherwith the dispersionrelationallow us to
identify thesewaves as whistlers,which are indeedfrequently
observedas shockletsin the ultra low frequencywavesupstream
bow shocks[Hoppeet al., 1983]. As one proceedsdownwardsin
frequency,the ellipticity suddenlychangessign, in agreement
with what is predictedfor certainclassesof soliton-likeAlfvtn
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